MEMORANDUM
TO:

Members, Utah State Board of Education

FROM:

Brad C. Smith
Chief Executive Officer

DATE:

August 6-7, 2015

ACTION:

Support Options Regarding SAGE Licensing by Other Vendors

Background:
The Utah State Board of Education (USBE) approved individual agreements to allow American
Institutes for Research (AIR) to license SAGE assessments to Florida, Arizona, and Tennessee in
October, 2014.
Key Points:
Additional vendors other than AIR now wish to license SAGE items in other states. Options and
recommendations for USBE to take advantage of this opportunity will be detailed by Assistant
Attorney General Chris Lacombe.
Anticipated Action:
Board Members will hear a brief overview of two options regarding licensing SAGE assessment
items to additional vendors and may approve an option or give direction to staff.
Contact:

Rich Nye, 801-538-7550
Jo Ellen Shaeffer, 801-538-7811

250 East 500 South P.O. Box 144200 Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4200

Voice: (801) 538-7517 Fax: (801) 538-7768

Support Options Regarding SAGE Licensing by Other Vendors

Option 1: With potential agreements, AIR will provide Utah with support to transfer knowledge
and items, provide support to vendor(s), and protect and pay Utah. These agreements would
be similar to the agreements currently in place with Arizona, Tennessee and Florida (see
attached). AIR services include but are not limited to preparation and transfer of items by the
licensing party, security of SAGE assessment, payment for required copyright fees, broad
indemnification, and guaranteed payment for any released items.

Option 2: Utah State Office of Education will take the lead on all vendor requests to license
Utah items, and to support and maintain Utah’s item bank. Should USBE select this option,
USOE would need to begin to create additional infrastructures to support housing the Utah
item bank. Such infrastructures would include the need to secure additional technical and
content staff to support secure servers, purchase of hosting software to house the adaptive
items, maintain the upkeep of the secure item bank, arrange and support secure transfer of
items, and provide oversight of data privacy issues. In addition, USOE would need to purchase
additional secure servers to house the items, pay copyright fees, and consider indemnification
issues surrounding losses, damages, and liabilities arising out of the licensing.

Resource
1 FTE Content Specialist
1 FTE IT/systems Specialist

Option 2: USOE To Manage Utah SAGE Items
Role/Function
Manage Content of items, license agreements, security
manage servers, maintian software, providde extracts and exchange

Cost
$100,000
$80,000

on going/one time
ongoing
ongoing

Software and hosting

House and manage the items in industry standard format

??? (See below)

Data Seccuity/Privacy and Legal Indemnification
Securing of copyrighted materials

Security of items, web patrol, monitoring internet sites
Currently included in contract costs (see descriptions below)

???
??? (See below) on going

Copyright information:
·        Annual license fee to the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC)
o   Annual license fee is $0.32 per student for all items in the CCC corpus
o   At approximately 414,000 tested students, this works out to about $132,480 per year
o   I don’t have the final counts yet, but I owe them to CCC by the end of the month.
·        One-time license fees to copyright holders for non-CCC passages and stimuli in SAGE of at least $310,808.70
o   Covers AIR administrations for the length of the contract in Utah only
o   Covers approximately 200 non-CCC permissioned items
o   Licenses are based on the number of students in Utah
o   This does not include the AIR time to obtain copyrights. It only includes costs paid to license holders
Software and Hosting considerations:
·        Data warehouse Import/export
o  Smarter Balanced open source software option
o   Michigan developed software (cost? )
o   Pearson data storage solution (cost?)
·        Data warehouse Import/export, item authoring, validation, statistics,
o   Michigan developed software (cost? )
o   Pearson data storage solution (cost?)
o   AIR solution (cost outside the contract?) )
o   Estimated costs to come…

TO:

Jo Ellen Shaeffer, Utah State Office of Education
Director, Assessment and Accountability

FROM:

Chris Domaleski & Scott Marion, National Center for the Improvement of
Educational Assessment

RE:

Recommendations for third-party use of SAGE items

DATE:

July 15, 2015

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide feedback to the USOE regarding the process for
managing SAGE items that will be shared with third parties under a licensing agreement.
Maintaining a large, secure item bank and successfully transferring the contents to a third party
for high-stakes use is a very operationally burdensome and risky endeavour. In the best case,
this type of work is managed by a professional and experienced assessment provider, with the
resources and experience to mitigate risk and maximize likelihood of success. In fact, even in
the best cases, this is an area of operational practice that has proven challenging for organizations
that specialize in this area and are equipped with substantial experience and resources.
The tasks included in management and distribution of items to include:
- Maintaining security of the item bank
- Tracking and maintaining current and correct item data and ensuring it is appropriately
linked to the item
- Ensuring the conditions for all permissions and copyrights are satisfied correctly
- Ensuring items are maintained and delivered in accordance with established
interoperability standards such that they render and function correctly when deployed in a
new environment. Experience has proven this to be very difficult in recent years, in part
due to the well-known limitations of current interoperability standards.
In summary, managing these tasks is very challenging even under the best circumstances. Given
that the USOE has demonstrated that a profitable arrangement can be reached where a third-party
assumes responsibility for the burden and risk, we believe this is the best solution.

The National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment, Inc.
31 Mount Vernon Stree  Dover, New Hampshire 03820
phone: (603) 516-7900  fax: (603) 516-7910  www.nciea.org
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LICENSE AGREEMENT
This License Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into and effective from __________ to __________ and
between __________________________________and the Utah State Board of Education (“State”)
located at_____________________________.

Background
WHEREAS, State has developed, or has caused to be developed, certain materials in the Student
Assessment of Growth and Excellence item banks (“SAGE Assessment Items”).
WHEREAS, _______________ from time to time, in the ordinary course of business, responds to Requests
for Proposals (“RFP’s”) issued by various state Departments of Education (“DOE’s”) to provide state-wide
assessments and assessment related services.
WHEREAS, ______________ has requested a license from State granting ______________ permission to
offer the SAGE Assessment items in its response to state-wide RFP’s issued by DOE’s.
THEREFORE, State is willing to grant ___________ a limited, non-exclusive, non-assignable, nontransferable license to include ______________ subject areas and grade levels from the SAGE Assessment
Items in various anticipated, and non-anticipated, future responsive proposals.
The parties therefore agree as follows

Agreement
1. License.
1.1 State (“Licensor”) hereby grants __________ (“Licensee”) a limited, non-exclusive, nonassignable, non-transferable license (“License”) to include some or all of the existing and future
English Language Arts/Literacy, Mathematics and Science of the SAGE Assessment Items in
anticipated and non-anticipated responses to DOE issued RFP’s and for no other use or purpose
whatsoever excepted as provided herein.
1.2 Except as may be necessary to lawfully exercise the License, and the rights granted herein,
_________ may not sublicense or resell the Licensed Materials or any portion thereof.
____________ may (a) make minor, non-substantive wording changes including, but not limited
to, changing the written instructions, (b) modify some of the Licensed Materials in order to satisfy
certain state content or statistical requirements (“Modified Materials”) or (c) subject the Licensed
Materials to fairness reviews and associated testing-related activities.
1.3 ____________ will be responsible for all costs associated with the License, except as explicitly
stated herein, including, but not limited to, delivering and incorporating the Licensed Materials
into _______________ proprietary test delivery systems, printing and shipping costs, and

1.4
2.
2.1

2.2

2.3

3.

4.
4.1

4.2

4.2

collecting any fees due to _____________ from state DOE’s which may award __________ a
contract containing an offer of services which include the Licensed Materials.
Licensed Territory: All states in the United States of America, its possessions and territories.
Term.
The term of the License (“Term”) begins _________ and ends __________. Notwithstanding the
Term stated above or any contrary provision contained herein, in no event will ____________ (a)
include any of the Licensed Materials or the Modified Licensed Materials in any state test for more
than three consecutive school years, as defined by the contracting state, or (b) permit any portion
of the tests, administered by _____________, resulting from any contracts utilizing the Licensed
Materials, to be administered to students outside of grades 3-11.
Upon the termination of this Agreement, for any reason, the License will expire and be of no
further force or effect and ____________ will cause any state DOE under contract with
____________ for use of the Licensed Materials to remove all of the Licensed Materials and the
Modified Licensed materials from any state test.
Notwithstanding the preceding provision, this License grants _________ the right to offer the
Licensed Materials in an RFP responsive proposal during the Term. If any resulting contract issued
by a state DOE to ______________, which included the Licensed Materials, expires or is
terminated after the Term end date stated above in Section 2.1, ____________ shall have the
right to the continued use of the Licensed Materials, pursuant to this License, for the duration of
the contract between ________ and the state DOE.
Ownership. Except for the License, as between State and ____________, State retains all rights
in and to the Licensed Materials and the Modified Licensed Materials, including, without
limitation, all copyright rights, and may exploit its rights in the Licensed Materials and the
Modified Licensed Materials in any manner it desires, including, without limitation, granting
licenses to third parties that are similar or identical to the License. State acknowledges that state
DOE’s may affix a copyright notice to their respective test in which some or all of the Licensed
Materials are contained, but in no event will ____________ or contracting DOE’s claim any
ownership interest of any type, including, without limitation, any copyright rights, in the Licensed
Materials or the Modified Licensed Materials other than the limited, non-exclusive, nonassignable, non-transferable rights granted by the License.
License Fee
In exchange for the License, ____________ will pay State an annual license fee (“Fee”) calculated
by multiplying the number of students to whom the Licensed Materials are included in an
assessment, which is actually administered during the Term, by the number of Subject Areas
included in the test by $1.50 (i.e., number of students x number of Subject Areas x $1.50). For
example, if during the 2014-2015 school year, a test is administered with two (2) Subject Areas
included is administered to 100,000 students in grades 3-11, the Fee for the 2014-2015 school
year will be $300,000 (100,000 x 2 x $1.50 = $300,000).
This price assumes various provisions, including but not limited to: statewide administration to
all students and broad indemnification of State. SAGE assessment items may not be used solely
for the purpose of obtaining linkages. The full agreements between State and AIR are available
upon request. State will impose a minimum license fee of $600,000 per state per year.
Upon the execution of a contract between ___________ and any state DOE, which includes the
use of the Licensed Materials, ___________ will provide State with written notice and an
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6.

7.
7.1

anticipated or estimated number of students and subject areas to whom the Licensed Materials
will be administered. This written notice provided to State by _________ will be incorporated by
reference into this Agreement as an Appendix and will account for the only documentation
required, as between __________ and State, to document the specific instances where
_________is contracting for the use of the Licensed Materials.
____________ will pay the Fee to State, regardless of whether or when ____________ receives
payment from DOE’s, according to the following schedule:
(a) The Fee for the 2015-2016 school year is due and payable on or before DATE
(b) The fee for the 2016-2017 school year is due and payable on or before DATE
____________ will include documentation with each payment reasonably necessary for State to
verify the accuracy of the Fee. At a minimum, the documentation will include (a) the number of
students to whom the tests containing some or all of the Licensed Materials or the Modified
Licensed Materials or both was administered during the relevant school year, (b) which Subject
Areas were included in the test, (c) which state the test was administered in, and (c) which grades
were tested.
Late payments (i.e., payments not received by State on or before the date specified in Section 4.4
of the relevant year) will accrue interest at a rate per annum equal to the prime rate as of the due
date (as published in the Money Rates column of the Wall Street Journal) plus 3.0%.
During the Term, and for a period of 180 days following either the termination of this Agreement
for any reason, or the date upon which all Licensed Materials cease to be included in any DOE,
____________ administered, tests, whichever date occurs later, State may periodically audit the
books and records of ____________ to verify compliance with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement. Each audit will be performed with at least 10 days’ advance notice and during normal
business hours. State will be responsible for the costs of the audits, unless an audit reveals a
material breach of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, in which case ____________ will
be responsible for the costs of the audit.
Public Release. If at any time during the Term or within the one-year period immediately following
the expiration of the Term, state DOE’s contracted with __________ for use of the Licensed
Materials make a public release of any portion of the Licensed Materials in connection with their
tests, regardless of whether the release was accidental, intentional or required by law, ________
will notify State as soon as _______ learns of the release and will immediately pay State a onetime fee of $5000 per each released item. In the event a public release of any portion of the
Licensed Materials occurs in any state, by a third party, whereby _________ is not the vendor or
Licensee of the Licensed Materials, State will notify ___________ as soon as it learns of the
release.
Withdrawal. If State becomes aware that any portion of the Licensed Materials may violate the
intellectual property rights or other rights of any third party or may violate any applicable law,
State will notify __________. Immediately on receipt of notice, ________ will (a) take
commercially reasonable action to obtain any necessary rights to continue use, or (b) modify the
content of the Licensed Materials to remove any infringing content from subsequent
administrations
Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability
STATE MAKES NO WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, GUARANTEES OR REPRESENTATIONS WITH
RESPECT TO THE LICENSED MATERIALS. STATE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, IN LAW OR IN FACT, ORAL OR IN WRITING, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICLUAR PURPOSE.
____________ HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT HAS NOT RELIED ON ANY REPRESENTATION OR
WARRANTY MADE BY STATE IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT.
IN NO EVENT WILL STATE BE LIABLE TO CONTRACTOR FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,
PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS
OF PROFITS, REVENUE, BUSINESS OR GOODWILL, WHETHER IN AN ACTION IN CONTRACT, TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF STATE HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF OR KNEW OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. THE FOREGOING LIMITATION APPLIES
EVEN IF ANY REMEDY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
Indemnification. ____________ will indemnify, save harmless and release State and all its
officers, agents, volunteers and employees from and against any and all losses, damages, injuries,
liabilities, suits and proceedings arising out of the performance of this Agreement which are
caused in whole or in part by negligent acts of ____________ or any of its officers, agents,
volunteers or employees, but not for claims arising from the State’s sole negligence.
Miscellaneous.
All notices must be in writing and sent to the other party at the address identified in the
Agreement. Notices must be delivered by hand, sent by registered mail, return receipt requested,
or by national overnight delivery services.
Neither party may assign or transfer any part of this Agreement without the prior written consent
of the other party.
Neither party will be liable to the other party for any delay or failure in performance caused by
acts beyond the party’s reasonable control, including, without limitation, acts of God, war, riot,
acts of public enemy, terrorism or threats of terrorism, vandalism, sabotage, accidents, fires,
floods, severe weather conditions, civil commotions, insurrection, strikes, labor disputes,
mechanical breakdowns, shortages or delays in obtaining suitable parts, equipment, materials,
labor or transportation, interruption of utility services, acts of any governmental authority or any
similar or dissimilar cause.
If either party fails at any time to require the performance by the other party of any provision of
this Agreement, the failure will not affect the right of the party thereafter to enforce the same
provision, nor will the waiver of any provision of this Agreement constitute a waiver of any
succeeding breach or as a waiver of the provision itself.
If any provision of this Agreement is declared to be invalid or unenforceable by a court of
competent jurisdiction, the invalidity or unenforceability will not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement and the invalid or unenforceable
provision will be modified or replaced in such a manner as to give effect as closely as possible to
the parties’ original intent.
State and ____________ are separate, independent entities and this Agreement does not create
any employment relationship or agency, partnership or joint venture between the parties.
This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Utah. FOR ANY DISPUTE RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, THE PARTIES HEREBY CONSENT TO
PERSONAL JURISDICTION IN, AND THE EXLUSIVE VENUE OF, THE COURTS IN SALT LAKE COUNTY
UTAH. THE PARTIES FURTHER HEREBY WAIVE THE RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY.
Any amendments to this Agreement must be agreed on in writing.

9.9 The parties may execute this Agreement in counterparts, including facsimile, PDF or other
electronic copies, which taken together will constitute one and the same instrument.
9.10
This Agreement is the parties’ entire agreement relating to its subject and supersedes any
prior or contemporaneous agreements on that subject.
9.11
Any term or condition of this Agreement which by its meaning is so intended will survive
the termination of this Agreement, regardless of the reason for termination.
10. Item Transfer. After STATE receives and approves a request for licensing SAGE items to
_________ for use in a proposal or a project:
10.1
AIR will provide the following services associated with proposals:
a. Enter into a license agreement with Utah for new states
b. Enter into a license agreement with ______________
c. Obtain ____________ signature on Non-Disclosure Agreement and provide
requirements for security of SAGE Assessment materials
d. Deliver item and test specifications
e. Deliver representative set of items
10.2
AIR will provide the following services to successful _____________ after prime
contracts are signed
a. Deliver items and meta data to approved vendors in SmarterApp format, with any
tagging available from State’s deployment
b. Provide up to 4 hours of content or technical support per grade/subject licensed
c. Collect reports on item usage
d. Collect any and all classical and IRT statistics for the administration of SAGE items for
use by Utah and AIR in establishing cross-state linkages
e. Attend meetings related to above tasks, if available, at vendor’s request and vendor’s
expense for time and travel
f. Provide other services as may be mutually agreed upon by AIR and approved vendor, at
vendor’s request and expense
10.3 AIR will be compensated at the per-student, per-subject rate of $.30 per-student persubject with a per-state minimum charge of $200,000.
The parties have signed this Agreement as of the date first written above.
STATE OF UTAH
Utah State Office of Education
______________________________________________
Chair, State Board of Education
Date

______________________________________________
State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Date

_______________________________________________
State Office of Education Accounting
Date
____________
By: ________________________________
Title: _______________________________
Date:_______________________________

